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It is widely accepted that giant magnetoresistance,
GMR, originates from spin dependent scattering (SDS) of
conduction
electrons in antiferromagnetically
coupled
magnetic/nonmagnetic
multilayers [I]. The character of
the SDS relevant for GMR could arise from interfacial
scattering [2] in addition to the bulk [3] characteristics of
the multilayer system. For example in Fe/Cr interfacial
scattering is significant while in permalloy SDS in the bulk
contributes to the GMR. When bulk SDS dominates, the
scattering ratio (Y = AT /A 1 (A t and A 1 are the mean free
paths for majority and minority spin electrons, respectively) is different from unity everywhere in the ferromagnetic layers. On the other hand for systems with dominating interfaciai SDS, a # 1 only within the narrow region
at the magnetic/nonmagnetic
interface. In this case the
electronic transport is determined by the combined effect
of the electronic structure of the two metals, as well as by
the nature of the interface. In Fe/Cr multilayers interfacial
roughness was shown to play a significant role in enhancing GMR. MBE grown Fe/Cr (100) multilayers showed
high sensitivity of the GMR to direct Fe-0 alloying as
well as heat treatment [4]. It has been shown for Fe/r
(110) multilayers that by increasing roughness of the interfaces during sputtering process (e.g., by varying Ar pressure in the sputtering chamber) one can significantly enhance the GMR [6]. Almost twofold enhancement of the
GMR was also reported for sptt:tered Fee/C% (1101 multi-
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layers with Fe layers alloyed by Cr. In this
r we
compare the results of heat treatment as against
xe+
irradiation effects studied on the same Fe/Cr m~~iIayered
sample. The different nature of defects induced by an
ing and ion bombardment has ailowed us to separate
role of the interface and the bulk in the electronic

on interfacial scattering, as well as spin-depe
The samples were prepared using dc rna~~o~
sagering (base pressure of 1 X lQ-’ Torr) on ~bient te
ture S$lll] substrates. The muitiiayer structure was char-

tion and showed a mix of (1101 and @tJ) o~~n~tio~.
netometer and the magnetoresistance was measured urns
four terminal dc technique with the magnetic tield pe
dicular to the current. The same Fe/Cr sample was annealed in N2 atmosphere at sequentially increasin
atures and R(H) and M(H) curves were
up to 45O”C, the sample was isoth
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